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Thanks....On Saturday, a group of 60 or so people of all ages stood across the street from Planned Parenthood on Bleecker and Mott St. in Soho to pray. We do this every first Saturday of the month. If ...
NYC, are you pro-choice or pro-abortion?
"Most people want to be 'larger than life,'" but pro-lifers need "to have life be large in us and through us." ...
Speakers urge pro-lifers to show compassion, change hearts one at a time
By Joe Barrett The official figures released last week by the Department of Health show that 6,577 abortions took in place in Ireland last year, 60 of these carried out in Laois during the ...
Pro Life Campaign say 60 abortions carried out in Laois last year
Alabama Attorney General Steve Marshall led a coalition of AGs pushing Congress to preserve the Hyde Amendment.
Congress should keep Hyde Amendment, refuse to trample freedom of conscience of pro-life Americans
In an interview with the Register, the former co-chairman of the bipartisan Congressional Pro-Life Caucus also warns that both the Democratic and Republican parties are becoming ‘fundamentalist ...
Pro-Life Catholic Democrat Dan Lipinski Supports Clarity From US Bishops on ‘Eucharistic Coherence’
Charles Woodson called playing for the Packers a "beautiful transition" in his career, but it sure didn't start out that way. Speaking with the media virtually on Wednesday, three and a half weeks ...
Charles Woodson's time with Packers took his game, and his life, to a better place
A week after voting to approve a “Document on the Meaning of the Eucharist in the Life of the Church,” the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops has clarified that their vote will not lead to a blanket ...
USCCB: Eucharist document vote doesn't deny communion for pro-abortion politicians
Her mom had assured her that if she wanted an abortion, the choice was hers ... She knew this was the answer to her prayer.” We are sitting in the front parlor at the Sisters of Life convent on a ...
Life Savers: The Sisters of Life at 30
If you are, what difference does being Catholic make in the way you live your life in the world ... will force Catholics to vote against all pro-choice politicians, effectively threatening ...
Are Pro-Choice Catholics Worthy of Communion?
For clarity, I am pro-choice but I want to put forward the case why, even if you are pro-life, you should not be ... or stopping abortions? The short answer to both is probably not.
Change Malta’s abortion laws
On Friday, it was announced that the bishops voted 168-55 in favor of drafting “a formal statement on the meaning of the Eucharist in the life of the ... of Biden’s pro-choice beliefs, and ...
‘The View’ Host Meghan McCain Slams Biden’s Abortion Stance: ‘He’s Doing Grave Spiritual Harm’ (Video)
TCL 20 Pro 5G is a stunning smartphone with great features but how does it perform under review? Let's dig in and find out.
TCL 20 Pro 5G Review – The Best Looking Mid-Ranger Brings All Of The Best Features
Which, in turn, makes a pro-life church seem complicit in right-wing ... who are not simply holding steady with a kind of moderate pro-choice, “safe, legal and rare” politics, but rather ...
The Bishops, Biden and the Brave New World
It comes from choice after choice about what I do with my life in the ... is never the answer. There are Catholics who find two things abhorrent: abortion and the American pro-life movement.
Sick of the Bishops vs. Biden Controversy? Just log off and practice your faith like a Medieval peasant.
Some believe that a Catholic politician who votes for pro-choice policies should be barred ... which is a grave matter of life and death that should concern us all, but with the question of ...
Why are American Catholics obsessed with the politics of Communion? (Hint: Because we’re American.)
Tommy was an assistant coach for several pro and college ... outbursts late in life, and nearly a year after his death, Kristal believes she finally has an answer why. The Vaughn family donated ...
Ex-Detroit Lions S Tommy Vaughn diagnosed with CTE: 'I truly understand my daddy even more'
This comparison will highlight the main differences between the OnePlus 9 Pro and Find X3 Pro and try to answer the question ... X3 Pro is definitely the best choice in the Android world, at ...
OnePlus 9 Pro vs OPPO Find X3 Pro: Specs Comparison
In NIFLA, the state of California attempted to mandate abortion referrals from pro ... choice of curtailing its mission or approving relationships inconsistent with its beliefs." As it did for pro ...
Unanimous Supreme Court Relies on Landmark Pregnancy Center Case to Protect Religious Liberty
There, they have a choice of 40 clips to watch, snippets of life in Israel ... He is the director of pro-Palestine documentaries such as The Inner Tour (2001) and The Law in These Parts (2011 ...
The Viewing Booth review – seeing is believing in the Israel-Palestine conflict
The only hitch in an otherwise beautiful design is B&W’s choice of plastics for the case ... alter the gestures — you get play/pause, call answer/end, track skip forward/back, and voice ...
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